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Achieving large uniform tensile elasticity in
microfabricated diamond
Chaoqun Dang1*, Jyh-Pin Chou1,2*, Bing Dai3*, Chang-Ti Chou4*, Yang Yang5, Rong Fan1, Weitong Lin1,
Fanling Meng6, Alice Hu1,7†, Jiaqi Zhu3†, Jiecai Han3, Andrew M. Minor5, Ju Li8†, Yang Lu1,7,9†

Diamond is not only the hardest material in nature, but is also an extreme electronic material with
an ultrawide bandgap, exceptional carrier mobilities, and thermal conductivity. Straining diamond can
push such extreme figures of merit for device applications. We microfabricated single-crystalline
diamond bridge structures with ~1 micrometer length by ~100 nanometer width and achieved sample-
wide uniform elastic strains under uniaxial tensile loading along the [100], [101], and [111] directions at
room temperature. We also demonstrated deep elastic straining of diamond microbridge arrays. The
ultralarge, highly controllable elastic strains can fundamentally change the bulk band structures
of diamond, including a substantial calculated bandgap reduction as much as ~2 electron volts. Our
demonstration highlights the immense application potential of deep elastic strain engineering for
photonics, electronics, and quantum information technologies.

D
iamond is the “Mount Everest” of elec-
tronic and photonic materials (1–3)
because of its ultrahigh thermal conduc-
tivity (4), dielectric breakdown strength
(2), carrier mobility (5), and ultrawide

bandgap (6, 7). One serious obstacle to real-
izing diamond-based electronic and opto-
electronic devices is the doping challenge
(8–10) caused by the large bandgap and its
crystal structure. A potential solution is to ap-
ply elastic lattice strain, which can substan-
tially change the material properties (11–13).
Ultralarge elastic deformation was recently
demonstrated by bending a nanoscale dia-
mond needle. The local tensile elastic strain
reached 9% (14) or higher (15) in a region tens
of nanometers in size, with the corresponding
strength approaching diamond’s theoretical
limit (16, 17). This discovery suggests that deep
elastic strain engineering (ESE) (18, 19), in
which very high (>5%) tensile and/or shear
elastic strains are induced in diamond, may

allow for physical properties to be fundamen-
tally changed. However, we require precise
control in a large enough volume to fully use
deep ESE for very large-scale integration in
industry. Past attempts at straining diamond
were often limited by the strain being within a
small sample volume by flexural bending, re-
sulting in nonuniform strain distribution
(14, 15). Those samples are hard to control,

and the resulting high-strain field is highly
localized. A large uniform elastic strain over
substantial volume is often the desired initial
state (18, 20) for deep ESE of an array of de-
vices. This scenario is difficult to realize ex-
perimentally in a micrometer-scale sample,
for example, in a clean wafer, because of the
well-known “smaller is stronger” trend (12),
which suggests that increasing size weakens
the sample.
We demonstrate extremely large, reversible,

and uniform elastic deformation in micro-
fabricated single-crystalline diamond bridges
under tensile loading. To produce tensile sam-
ples up to ~1-mm length by 300-nmwidth with
well-defined geometry and crystal orientations,
we used advancedmicrofabrication processes
of bulk single-crystalline diamonds that were
grown through microwave plasma-assisted
chemical vapor deposition (21, 22). The pro-
cess we developed produces high-quality dia-
mond structures with micrometer dimensions,
which are prime candidates for microelectro-
mechanical systems (MEMS), quantum and
photonic devices, arrays of strain-engineered
transistors, and other applications. We used
a homemade diamond tensile gripper to
uniaxially stretch focused ion beam (FIB)–
sculpted diamond from the bulk single crystal
(23). We investigated key characteristics of
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Fig. 1. Microfabricated single-crystalline diamond bridge samples. (A) Side-view TEM image showing
the microfabricated diamond bridge samples and corresponding diamond tensile gripper. (B) Tensile sample
and the diamond gripper aligned before straining. (C) Higher-magnification image depicting the gauge area
with two fiducial markers (made by electron-beam–induced carbon deposition, as indicated by the black
arrows), serving as “strain gauge” for the following strain measurement. Inset: HRTEM image depicting the
atomic-scale structure of a pristine diamond tensile sample. (D) Typical load-versus-displacement curve read
from the nanoindenter for a loading-unloading tensile test under the displacement control mode.
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this reversible and uniform elastic deforma-
tion through in situ mechanical tensile ex-
periments of the micrometer-sized diamond
bridges at room temperature along the [100],
[101], and [111] directions. We used density
functional theory (DFT) calculations to esti-
mate the electronic-band structure evolution
upon the corresponding loading (24).
We used transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) to characterize the microfabricated
single-crystalline [100]-oriented diamond (25)
(Fig. 1). Our low-magnification TEM image
(Fig. 1A) shows several diamond tensile sam-
ples and the corresponding microfabricated
diamond gripper (figs. S1 and S2). We FIB-
sculpted the samples from the bulk diamond
body (Fig. 1B), allowing the T-shaped sample
to be gripped by the shoulders during the
tensile test. We used two fiducial markers
that we made using electron-beam–induced
carbon deposition (Fig. 1C, black arrows) to
serve as a “strain gauge.” Our high-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) image shows the atomic-scale
structure of a pristine diamond microtensile
sample (Fig. 1C, inset). The surface of the FIB-
sculpted diamond sample was an ~15-nm-
thick amorphous carbon layer (fig. S3). This
layer is commonly formed during FIB ma-
chining of the diamond (15, 17). A typical
load-versus-displacement curve (Fig. 1D) that
we measured using a quantitative nanoindenter

for a loading-unloading tensile test under the
displacement control shows that fully elastic
recovery was likely.
We tested >10 diamond samples for each

crystallographic orientation inside a TEM (25)
and videorecorded the sample evolution dur-
ing straining. We extracted a series of TEM
images (Fig. 2, A to E) from the video (movie
S1) of in situ tension of a single-crystalline
[101]–oriented diamond. We completed three
complete loading-unloading processes with
increasing tensile strain amplitude of a dia-
mond bridge with an ~200-nm thickness. The
diamond completely recovered its original
length after strain values of ~4.8, 6.8, and
7.5% in each of these cycles, respectively. We
used finite element method (FEM) simulation
(Fig. 2F) (25) to reproduce the experimental
setup (front view), which shows that the dia-
mond has a highly uniform elastic strain dis-
tribution (~7.5%) in the interior, with a local
maximum strain of ~9.1% near the gripping
ends. The engineering stress-strain curves of
loading-fully unloading tests indicate a nearly
linear elastic response (Fig. 2G). The slope of
the stress-strain curves gives a Young’s mod-
ulus of ~865 GPa, which is slightly lower than
the theoretical Young’s modulus of bulk dia-
mond along the [101] direction (~1100 GPa)
(26), likely because of the surface amorphous
carbon layer and growth imperfections (27).

We conducted a similar experiment for a dia-
mond bridge along the [100] direction (25)
(fig. S4 and movie S2).
To illustrate the potential for device appli-

cations, we further optimized the sample
geometry using the ASTM standard (28) and
microfabricated diamond array samples with
multiple bridges (fig. S5C). We demonstrated
in situ tensile straining of a diamond bridge
array (length ~2 mm) in a scanning electron
microscope (Fig. 2H and fig. S5) and show the
loading-unloading process of a three-bridge
array with increasing strain amplitude (movie
S3). The diamond array completely recovered
its original shape after beinguniformly strained
to ~5.8% (Fig. 2, I and J) and eventually frac-
tured at ~6% (fig. S5E). We used an FEM sim-
ulation (Fig. 2K) to confirm the uniform elastic
strain distribution (~5.8%) in the diamond ar-
ray with minor stress concentrations near the
gripping area.
We compiled all the experimental data of

the tensile strengths of [100]-, [101]-, and [111]-
oriented diamond samples and plotted them
against their tensile strains (Fig. 3) with their
corresponding fracture morphologies (fig. S6)
(25). The maximum elastic strains from the
fully reversible runs and the failure run strains
for each orientation are marked by the hol-
low and solid symbols, respectively. Loading-
unloading experiments confirmed that the
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Fig. 2. Loading-unloading tensile experiments along the [101] direction. (A to
E) Elastic loading-unloading deformation of the diamond bridge sample with increased
tensile straining amplitude and full unloading. The diamond recovered its original
length after strain values of ~4.8, 6.8, and 7.5% in these cycles. (F) FEM simulation
reproducing the critical geometry (front view) of the diamond bridge sample in (D) and
showing the elastic strain (eel) distribution along the longitudinal direction. Inset: The
[001] zone axis (ZA) selected area electron diffraction pattern depicting that the

loading is parallel to the [101] direction. (G) Corresponding engineering stress-versus-
strain curves of multicycle loading-fully unloading tests (I, strain of 4.8%; II, strain
of 6.8%; III, strain of 7.5%). (H) Tensile straining of a diamond array sample. (I to
J) Elastic loading-unloading deformation of a [101]-oriented diamond array showing
maximum 5.8% tensile strain with full recovery. (K) FEM simulation reproducing the
critical geometry (front view) of the diamond array sample in (I) shows the highly
uniform elastic strain (eel) distribution (~5.8%) along the tensile direction.
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samples can consistently achieve above 6.5
to 8.2% sample-wide elastic strains with full
recovery along the three different orienta-
tions. With the optimized sample geometry
and microfabrication process, we can achieve
maximum tensile strain up to 9.7% (Fig. 3,
inset, and fig. S7). This value approaches the
ideal elastic limit (16). The Young’s modulus
we measured is ~1010 ± 70 GPa in the [111]
orientation,moderately higher than the values
of ~895 ± 65GPa and 850± 80GPa in the [101]
and [100] orientations, respectively. These
values are consistent with how the orientation-
dependent elastic moduli rank in bulk dia-
mond (26, 27).
As the experiments approach 10% uniform

elastic strain, we performed DFT calculations
from 0 to 12% strain (figs. S8 to S10 and table
S1) to assess the impact on the electronic
properties (fig. S11 and movie S4) (25). Gen-
erally, the bandgap of diamonds for each
direction decreases as the tensile strain in-
creases according to our simulation results.
We used an electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(EELS) analysis of a strained single-crystalline
diamond sample (fig. S12) (25) to verify this
trend. The simulation also shows that be-
cause the conduction band minimum posi-
tion switches from the Г−X2 segment to the
Г point at ~9% strain acting along [111] di-
rection (movie S4), strained diamond be-
comes a direct-bandgap semiconductor with

a bandgap of ~4.4 eV. Our DFT results in-
dicate that the [101] direction has the largest
bandgap reduction rate, down to 3.09 eV at
9% strain.
The fabrication of single-crystalline dia-

mond bridge structures with micrometer-
sized dimensions fits well with the scale of
MEMS, photonic devices, quantum informa-
tion processors, and arrays of microelectronic
or nanoelectronic devices. The large and uni-
form elastic strains should drive changes in
the bandgap, for which we found evidence
using DFT simulation and EELS measure-
ment. Straining along the [101] direction can
induce a more substantial bandgap reduction
compared with the other two directions. On
the basis of our calculations, an indirect-direct
bandgap transition may be possible with ten-
sile strains larger than 9% along the [111] di-
rection. These observations are an early step in
potentially achieving deep ESE by microfabri-
cation of the free-suspension array config-
urations and dynamic, reversible mechanical
loading for diamond electronic, photonic, and
quantum systems (29–31).
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Fig. 3. Statistical tensile results of [100]-, [101]-, and [111]-oriented diamonds. Shown is a summary
of the engineering tensile strengths of [100]-, [101]-, and [111]-oriented diamond bridge samples versus their
tensile strains. The maximum elastic strains (ES) from fully reversible runs and the failure strains (FS) for
each orientation are indicated by hollow and solid symbols, respectively. Inset shows a [101]-oriented
diamond bridge sample with a maximum tensile strain of ~9.7%. Scale bar, 100 nm.
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Materials and Methods 

Microfabrication of the diamond bridge samples 
Single-crystalline diamonds (about 5 mm × 5 mm × 1-2 mm) of [100], [101] and [111] 

orientations were produced by the microwave plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition growth 
(21, 22). We microfabricated the diamond tensile samples by using FIB (FEI SciosTM DualBeamTM) 
machining of the three-oriented facets. Gallium ion beam currents from 15 nA to 1.5 pA under an 
operating voltage of 30 kV were used from the initial sculpting to final thinning, respectively. 
Firstly, a thin lamella was milled from a single-crystalline bulk diamond (Fig. S1A) by using FIB 
with selective deposition of a platinum (Pt) protection layer on the top (Fig. S1B). Then, the 
lamella was cut and transferred (Fig. S1C and D) onto a TEM half-grid (Fig. S1E and F) fixed by 
Pt welding. The lamella was then cut into 6 individual specimens (Fig. S1G), with further thinning 
processes monitored by top-view imaging (Fig. S1H). Finally, the individual specimens were 
consequently sculpted into T-shaped bridge tensile samples (Fig. S1I and Fig. S2A and B). The 
corresponding diamond gripper was sculpted from a solid diamond indenter tip, as shown in Fig. 
S2C and D. The final diamond bridge samples have effective sizes with widths (and thicknesses) 
of ~100-300 nm and length of ~1 µm, determined from the top-view and side-view SEM and TEM 
images, respectively. 

 
in situ Tensile testing 

Quantitative tensile tests were performed with a HysitronTM PI 95 TEM PicoIndenter holder, 
an in situ mechanical deformation instrument that enables the deformation process to be observed 
in a TEM (JEOLTM JEM-2100F) operating at 200 kV. The nominal strain rate was about 2.5×10-3 
s-1 under displacement control. in situ Tensile tests were also conducted inside an SEM (FEI 
QuantaTM 450FEG) operating at 10 kV, by using a HysitronTM PI 85 PicoIndenter.  

 
FEM analyses 

The stress and strain distributions of diamond bridge samples during tensile testing were 
evaluated with three-dimensional (3D) FEM simulation of the diamond samples subject to uniaxial 
tension. We carried out the simulation using the commercial ABAQUS (Dassault Systèmes 
Simulia Corp., Providence, RI, U.S.A.) software package following the actual 3D geometry for 
each microfabricated sample. The axial displacement control was imposed to the end of the 
diamond while the traction along the transverse direction was kept free. To take into account the 
nonlinear elastic deformation beyond about 2%, the neo-Hookean nonlinear elasticity model was 
used in the simulations, with the material parameters C10 = 245 GPa, D1 = 4.91×10-3 GPa-1 for 
[100]-oriented diamonds, and C10 = 272 GPa, D1 = 4.43×10-3 GPa-1 for [101]-oriented diamonds, 
respectively (32). The equivalent small strain linear elasticity parameters are: Young’s modulus E 
= 1050 GPa (along [100]) and 1165 GPa (along [101]), respectively, with Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.07 
(26). The maximum principal stress state prior to fracture for each diamond case can also be 
obtained. We validate the accuracy of the simulations by comparing the simulation results to the 
results of the actual in situ experiments. 

 
DFT calculation for electronic properties 

To illustrate the changes and variations of the electronic structure under such large elastic 
strains along with different directions, we performed first-principles calculations for the strains 
from 0 to 12% with an interval of 1%, and the results are summarized in Fig. S11. The first-
principles calculations are based on density functional theory (DFT), as implemented in Vienna ab 



 
 

3 
 

initio simulation package (VASP) (33, 34) with projector augmented wave (PAW) (35) method and 
a plane wave basis set. Unlike previous calculation studies (18, 36), we conduct simulations based 
on our experiment configuration and sample orientations. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) (37) 
form of the generalized gradient approximation functional is adopted to describe the exchange-
correlation energy. We use PBE functional for structural optimization and introduce meta-GGA 
Made Simple 0 (MGGA-MS0) (38, 39) functional to obtain accurate electronic structures. The 
energy cutoff for the plane wave expansion is 450 eV and k-point sampling is 8 × 8 × 8 for diamond 
primitive cell calculation, which leads to good convergence. The energy threshold is 10-5 eV. The 
optimized lattice constant of the diamond is 3.57 Å. For band structure calculation, the k-points 
we used in the Brillouin zone (BZ) are shown in Fig. S8 and Table S1. We performed the Poisson 
contraction relaxation and internal coordinate optimization for each strain. The results and the 
corresponding bandgap values are shown in Fig. S9. The energy variations are tiny, reflecting small 
Poisson’s ratio, which is consistent with experimental observations (40). 

 
Characterization of bandgap by monochromated EELS  

EELS spectrums including low loss and core loss were collected from a pre-strained diamond 
sample using TEAM 1 scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) at National Center for 
Electron Microscopy, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, working at 300 kV. The 
microscope is double aberration-corrected and monochromated with an energy resolution of 0.15 
eV (measured by the full-width at half-maximum of the zero-loss peak). A GatanTM K3 camera 
with GIF continuum was used to collect the EELS signal at high efficiency. The convergence angle 
and collection angle were set to be 20 mrad and 27.1 mrad, respectively. After data collection, 
EELS data were analyzed and processed with GatanTM Digital Micrograph software, following the 
procedures in the publication of Hirai et al. (41). Firstly, we removed the Plural scattering by the 
Fourier-Log method with the default reflected tail zero-loss model. Then we performed Kramers-
Kronig Analysis (KKA) to obtain plots of the imaginary part of the dielectric function (𝜀 ) as a 
function of energy loss, where the onset position of 𝜀  corresponds to the bandgap of the material. 

 

Supplementary Text 

Additional experiment on a single-crystalline [100]-oriented diamond sample 
Fig. S4 shows in situ monotonic tensile test of an [100]-oriented diamond bridge sample. A 

series of TEM images (Fig. S4A and B) extracted from Movie S2 show the diamond bridge at the 
original state and the maximum deformation state before fracture. The diamond fractured outside 
the section between the two markers at a strain of 6.8% and then recovered its original gauge length, 
as shown in Fig. S4C, suggesting elastic deformation. The diamond has a typical {111} cleavage 
fracture morphology, and the fractured diamond retains its pristine single-crystalline structure 
determined by the SAED pattern (Fig. S4D). The distribution of maximum principal stress before 
the fracture from FEM is shown in Fig. S4D, which reveals the almost sample-wide uniform stress 
distribution. Slight local stress concentration still shows near the gripping area, resulting in the 
fracture often initiating near the gripping area and forming {111}-facets cleavage.  

 
Fracture morphologies of diamond bridge samples upon tensile fracture 

Typical fracture morphologies of diamond bridges along [100], [101] and [111] directions are 
shown in Fig. S6. They have typical brittle fracture morphologies with no visible sign of plasticity 
or amorphization (42, 43) during tensile deformation, in which the fractured bridges retain the 
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pristine single-crystalline structure determined by the inserted SAED patterns (Fig. S6A, B, and 
C). The fractured parts show typical distinct {111} cleavage surfaces, which are known to have 
the lowest surface energy and typically observed during brittle fracture of bulk diamonds (4, 26, 
27). 

 
Confirmation of conduction band minimum (CBM) positions 

To confirm the CBMs shown in Fig. S11 are globally the lowest conduction band in the 
Brillouin zone, we performed density of state (DOS) calculations using highly dense k-point 
sampling of 32 × 32 × 32. The DOS calculations results are consistent with the band structure 
results. We then further performed band structure calculations along symmetric X points in the 
whole Brillouin zone, as shown in Fig. S10A. The ideal diamond has a geometric symmetry of Oh, 
and is reduced to D4h, D2h and D3d while a strain applied along [100], [101], and [111] directions, 
respectively. As shown in Fig. S10B, the band structure of the ideal diamond reveals six-fold 
degeneracy of CBMs on the regions between Γ and the six symmetric points of X, i.e., X1-X6. The 
degeneracy of CBMs reduced as the strain applied. As one can see in Fig. S10C to E, the 
degeneracies of CBMs are split into four-fold for [100]-oriented strained diamond and two-fold 
for [101]-oriented strained diamonds, but it keeps six-fold for [111]-oriented strained case. 

 
Band structure evolution for strained diamond along with different directions 

Fig. S11A shows the band structure of the stress-free diamond: the valence band maximum 
(VBM) appears at Г point (orange dot), while CBMs appear on Г−X segments (red dot) with 6-
fold degeneracy (±X1, ±X2, ±X3 are parallel to 2/a[100], 2/a[010] and 2/a[001] in reciprocal 
space, respectively, where a is the lattice constant). With [100]-, [101]- and [111]-oriented 
tensions, the crystal loses its original cubic symmetry, and so the 6 X-points in the Brillouin zone 
are no longer all equivalent like in the cubic case. We have traced all k-points and found a k-point 
along Г−X2 segment, corresponding to ky direction in the reciprocal space, remains the CBM with 
4-fold, 2-fold and 6-fold energy degeneracy for [100]-, [101]- and [111]-tension, respectively. The 
segments Г−(±X1, ±X2, ±X3) are plotted in Fig. S8 and Fig. S10 to show the symmetry breaking. 
These CBM assignments have been verified by full-BZ density-of-states calculation as discussed 
above (Fig. S10). Fig. S11B to D display the band structures for various [100]-, [101]- and [111]-
uniaxial tensile strains, respectively, which are also illustrated in Movie S4. Five lines with 
different color shades represent uniaxial strains of 0%, 3%, 6%, 9% and 12% (without Poisson 
contraction as considered in Fig. S9), of which the darker color stands for larger strain. These 
results indicate that the VBMs generally stay at Г point, but the CBMs drift to different positions 
during straining, thus optical absorption would require quite different phonon momentum 
assistance with deep straining. For uniaxial straining of diamond in [100] direction, as shown in 
Fig. S11B, the CBMs retain on Г−X2 segment and drop in energy with increasing strain. For the 
strains along [101] direction, as shown in Fig. S11C, the doubly degenerate conduction band 
around X point splits into two individual bands when strain is applied. As the strain increases, the 
CBM moves and reaches X2 point when the strain is larger than 6%. For the strains acting along 
[111] direction (Fig. S11D), interestingly, the conduction bands on Г−X2−U segment have 
behavior like [101] tension, but the conduction bands at Г points drop more rapidly than that on 
Г−X2−U segment. Eventually, the CBM position switches to Г point at ~9% strain, which means 
that it becomes a direct bandgap semiconductor (Movie S4) with a bandgap of ~4.4 eV. The 
relationship between strain and bandgap value is summarized in Fig. S11E. The relationship for 
[100]-straining appears linear, and interestingly, the CBM positions do not shift much with strain. 
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For [101]-straining, a moderately linear evolution can be observed, attributed to CBM gradually 
sliding from its original position to X point and then staying there above 6% strain. In contrast, the 
[111] curve shows more complicated behavior. It decreases parabolically before the strain reaches 
9%, that CBM varies only in the Г−X2 segment, and later it turns straight because of CBM drifting 
to Г point, driving the indirect-direct bandgap transition. 

 
Characterization of bandgap of diamond by monochromated EELS  

To experimentally verify that the bandgap of diamond can be tuned by applying elastic strain, 
we have performed monochromatic EELS characterization of a pre-strained single-crystalline 
diamond sample. Fig. S12A shows the schematic diagram of the pre-strained diamond sample. A 
bent T-shaped diamond with a crack in the middle was shown in Fig. S12B and C, and EELS low 
loss signals are collected at three different sample regions (a, b, and c). By finite element modeling 
and analytical solution (44), the elastic strain field can be estimated and confirmed the positive 
stress state near the crack tip area. Also, the region (c) closer to the crack tip should have a higher 
strain than the region (b), while the region in (a) would have little or no strain, showing the intrinsic 
diamond bandgap value as the reference. We also collected the core loss spectrum corresponding 
to the regions (b) and (c), which confirms that these regions are still in typical CVD crystalline 
diamond structure because the characteristic peaks of inset shown in Fig. S12C matched well with 
that reported in the work of Blake et al. (45). It was found that overall the measured bandgap 
values (Fig. S12D) in regions (a), (b) and (c) agree well with their respective local strain states, 
i.e., the bandgap energy (𝐸 ) is lower when the local tensile strain is higher. Despite that the 
accuracy of bandgap measured by EELS might be affected by many factors (46, 47), such as 
multiple scattering and retardation effect, the trend of decreasing 𝐸  from the local areas with 
little/no strain to high strain (a to c) is clearly shown, agreeing with the trend in our DFT 
calculations (Fig. S11).  
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Fig. S1.  
Microfabrication process of the diamond bridge samples. (A) Optical image of single-
crystalline bulk diamond samples. (B and C) A thin lamella was milled using FIB with selective 
deposition of a platinum (Pt) protection layer on the top. (C to F) The lamella was cut and 
transferred onto a TEM half-grid, then fixed by Pt welding. (G) The lamella was then cut into 6 
individual specimens, with further thinning process monitored by top-view imaging (H). (I) The 
individual specimens were consequently sculpted into T-shaped bridge tensile samples.  
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Fig. S2. 

SEM characterization of a diamond bridge sample and the diamond tensile gripper. Side-
view (A) and top-view (B) SEM images showing the FIB-sculpted diamond bridge sample. (C and 
D) side-view SEM images showing a microfabricated diamond tensile gripper. 
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Fig. S3. 

Sample surface characterization. A FIB-induced thin (~15 nm thick) amorphous layer on the 
diamond bridge sample surface. 
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Fig. S4. 

in situ Tensile straining of a single-crystalline diamond bridge sample along the [100] 
direction. (A to C) Extracted TEM image frames of the diamond bridge with the original state and 
the maximum deformation state before and after fracture at a failure strain (FS) of ~6.8%. (D) 
FEM simulation reproducing the critical geometry of the sample shown in (B) and showing the 
amplitude of maximum principal stress (σMax. Principal) distribution. Inset: the [011] zone axis (ZA) 
SAED pattern depicting that the loading is parallel to the [100] direction.  
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Fig. S5.  
in situ SEM tensile setup for straining diamond array samples. (A) Overall view of the 
experimental setup and higher-magnification image depicting the (B) tensile gripper and the (C) 
diamond array samples. (D and E) Extracted SEM image frames of the [101]-oriented diamond 
array showing the maximum tensile strain of ~6% before fracture. The scale bars in (D and E) 
represent 500 nm. (F) Corresponding engineering stress-versus-strain curve of the tensile test. 
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Fig. S6. 

Typical fracture morphologies of diamond bridges along [100], [101] and [111] directions. (A 
to C) Bright-field TEM images showing typical brittle fracture morphologies, in which the 
diamonds remain mostly in the single-crystalline structure indicated by the inserted corresponding 
SAED patterns (A, B and C). Scale bars in A1, B1 and C1 represent 100 nm, and in A2 to A4, B2 to 
B4, C2 to C4 represent 50 nm, respectively. 
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Fig. S7. 

in situ Tensile straining of the single-crystalline diamond bridge showing a maximum strain 
of ~9.7%. (A) TEM image showing the optimized sample geometry. (B to D) Extracted TEM 
image frames of the diamond bridge with the original state and maximum deformation state at a 
tensile strain of ~9.7% before fracture. The scale bars in (B to D) represent 100 nm. (E) FEM 
simulation reproducing the critical geometry (front view) of the diamond bridge sample in (C) and 
showing the elastic strain (εel) distribution along the longitudinal direction. (F) Corresponding 
engineering stress-versus-strain curve.  
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Fig. S8. 

Brillouin zone of diamond primitive cell without strain. The three real lattice vectors are �⃗�, 𝒚 
and �⃗�. The corresponding reciprocal lattice vectors are b1, b2 and b3, and the marked points (black 
dots) are high-symmetry points. For clarity, we separately label the X points on the square faces 
along three lattice vectors as X1, X2 and X3, which are parallel to 2/a[100], 2/a[010] and 2/a[001] 
in reciprocal space, respectively, where a is the lattice constant of diamond cubic cell. We engage 
the band structure calculations through a subset of the original high-symmetry points as 
Γ−X2−U−W−K−Γ−L−W−X2. See also Movie S4.  
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Fig. S9. 

The isosurface plots of calculated energy (A) and bandgap (B) for the [100]-, [101]- and [111]-
oriented diamonds. For each panel, the strain applies on z-axis (0%, 3%, 6% and 9%), and small 
perturbations ∂x and ∂y apply on x-axis and y-axis, respectively. In the energy plots, the lowest 
energy points are generally in the center of panel, only 1% x-axis shift is found for 9% strain along 
[111] direction. The results reveal that diamond has small Poisson contraction and barely has 
transverse change on non-loaded axis. 
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Fig. S10. 

Symmetry variations of the diamond Brillouin zone. (A) Brillouin zone of ideal diamond and 
the positions of k-point Γ, X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6. Band structures of (B) ideal diamond, (C) 
12% strained [100]-oriented diamond, (D) 12% strained [101]-oriented diamond and (E) 12% 
strained [111]-oriented diamond. 
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Fig. S11.  
Calculated diamond band structures (A) The band structure of primitive diamond without 
strains. (B to D) The band structures under different tensile strains along [100], [101] and [111] 
directions, respectively. The k-path is selected as Γ−X2−U−W−K−Γ−L−W−X2, the Brillouin zone 
is shown in Fig. S8 and the detailed information of high-symmetry points is listed in Table S1. 
Five lines with different color shades in (B to D) represent 0%, 3%, 6%, 9% and 12% strains, 
which the darker color stands for larger strain. All the band structures are aligned to the Fermi 
level. (E) The relationship of uniaxial strain and calculated bandgap values along [100], [101] and 
[111] directions. Indirect-to-direct bandgap transition occurs around ~9% tensile strain along the 
[111] direction. 
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Fig. S12.  

Characterization of electronic bandgap in a pre-strained diamond sample by 
monochromated EELS. (A) Schematic diagram of the pre-strained T-shaped diamond sample 
with both sides fixed and a bending crack forming in the middle. (B) STEM image of the pre-
strained diamond sample with a bending crack in the center. (C) High-magnification STEM image 
of the crack area enlarged from the rectangular region in (B). Inset: core loss spectrum collected 
from the region of (b) and (c), confirming the crystalline diamond structure. (D) EELS low loss 
signal showing the bandgap measurements at the nearly strain-free region (a) and near the crack 
tip regions (b) and (c), respectively, where (c) is closer to the crack tip with a higher local strain.  
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Table S1. 

The k-point coordinates of primitive cell in band structure calculations (in scaled units) 
 

k-path: Γ−X2−U−W−K−Γ−L−W−X2 
symbol k1 k2 k3 

Γ 0.000 0.000 0.000 
X2 0.500 0.000 0.500 
U 0.625 0.250 0.625 
W 0.500 0.250 0.750 
K 0.375 0.375 0.750 
L 0.500 0.500 0.500 
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Supplementary Movie Captions 

Movie S1. 

in situ TEM movie showing three loading-unloading cycles of a single-crystalline diamond bridge 
sample along [101] direction (Fig. 2A-E), with fully recoverable deformation (played at 30× speed). 

Movie S2. 

in situ TEM movie showing the tensile test (Fig. S4A-C) of a single-crystalline diamond bridge 
sample along [100] direction (20× speed). 

Movie S3. 

in situ SEM movie showing the loading-unloading cycle of a [101]-oriented diamond array sample 
(Fig. 2I-J) with fully recoverable deformation (50× speed). 
 
Movie S4. 
Summary of the DFT calculations (including geometric structure, Brillouin zone, and band 
structure) of diamond with uniaxial strains in the range of 0-12% along [100], [101] and [111] 
directions, respectively. 
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